Mission Statement

Our mission is to encourage education, research and application of microbiology, and to widen our breadth of exposure to all facets of microbiology.

Pumpkin Painting

President: Neil Simmons
Vice President: Chloe Costea
Secretary: Victoria Sharp
Treasurer: Adesewa Adesina

Contact Info:
Neil: nws25@scarletmail.rutgers.edu
Chloe: cc1169@scarletmail.rutgers.edu
MISSION: Enrich graduate student experience by providing academic, professional, and social events; promote student-University relations.

Yearly Events:
- How to Survive Rutgers
- Open Projects Event
- BME Annual Symposium
- Resume/CV Building Event
- Industry Bootcamp
- End-of-the-Year BBQ
- Social events (BESS Hikes, Pumpkin Painting, Board Game/Movie Night)

The Official Rutgers Biomedical Engineering Student Society (BESS)
https://www.facebook.com/groups/290358978098391
@ru_bess
If you have any questions, email us at: rutgersbess@gmail.com
Chemistry and Chemical Biology
Graduate Student Organization

OUR MISSION
We aim to enhance the quality of graduate students’ personal and professional lives by representing, supporting, and advocating for student needs as well as their academic, cultural, and social interests in the graduate program in the Department of Chemistry & Chemical Biology. Throughout the school-year, the CCB GSO works to facilitate a prosperous graduate student experience through social events, academic enrichment, industry networking, and collaborations with other STEM departments/GSOs.

Officers
Iram F. Mansoor
Gia Carignan
Souvik Mandal
Mark Dresel
Mercer White
Lauren Lerew

Contact Us: ifm8@chem.rutgers.edu
Endocrinology & Animal Biosciences

● **Monthly General Body Meetings**
  ○ Planning events for the semester (social, fundraising)
  ○ Liaison for GSA
  ○ Departmental Affairs

● **Events**
  ○ Rutgers day/Ag field day
  ○ Welcome picnic
  ○ Cooking Classes (collaborative with NutriSci)
  ○ Apple Picking

● **GRIB**
  ○ Grad student conference with NutriSci, KAP, and Food Science
  ○ Invite Keynote Speakers from around the country
  ○ Chance for grad students to practice poster sessions
  ○ Won Program of the Year from GSA
Rutgers iJOBS Blog

**Writing stage**
- Attend event
- Write thoughts, resources, summary, etc.

**Editing stage**
- Junior Editor review
- Senior Editor review

**Publish**
- Deadlines about two weeks after event

**Benefits**
- Practice
- Networking
- Leadership

rutgersijobsblog@gmail.com  @rutgersijobsblog  @RutgersiJOBS  grad.rutgers.edu/news
Molecular Biosciences Graduate Student Organization (MBGSO)

• Nora Jaber: nj315@gsbs.rutgers.edu
• Goals:
  • To facilitate and promote interactions between graduate students, as well as faculty
  • To make your graduate student experience a positive one
• Events once a month
• Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/jmbgsa/
• Instagram: @rutgers_mbgso
WHAT IS THE NEUROCONNECTIONS CLUB

The NeuroConnections Club, is a Graduate Student Organization that is recognized and supported by the Rutgers GSA. We aim to unite students and faculty in the Graduate Program of Neuroscience.

WHAT WE AIM

NeuroConnections Club aim is to provide a platform for students to showcase their original research in regular student-led seminars and to offer a forum for scientific growth and professional development.
WHO WE ARE

Irving Estevez
Advisor: Brian Daniels
Virology and Neuroinflammation

Nick Pontillo
Advisor: Isaac Edery
Circadian Rhythm, Homeostasis, Development

Sam Gritz
Advisor: Rafiq Huda
Alcoholism, Systems Neuroscience

Hanna Caiola
Advisor: Huaye Zhang
Dendritic spines, epigenetics

Alessandro Bortolami
Advisor: Federico Sesti
Potassium ion channel and epilepsy

Nusrath Yusuf
Advisor: Kevin Monahan
Neurodevelopment and computational neuroscience

Maraj Alam
Advisor: Peng Jiang
iPSCs and glia-glia interactions
Contact Us

neuroconnections4rwjms@gmail.com
Rutgers Association of Toxicology Students (RATS)

- Professional and social organization of JGPT students
- Meet bimonthly to provide information, plan activities, and discuss the program
- Community outreach
- Professional Networking and Development
Why should you join SACNAS?

National Conference
Regional Conference
Mentoring
Community
Networking
Social events
Outreach opportunities

Follow us to learn about upcoming virtual events!

Rutgers SANCNAS
RU_SANCNAS
Our Mission

“Empowering every scientist to transform the world.”
Our Impact

WE’VE SHIPPED 333 TONS OF EQUIPMENT TO SCIENTISTS OVERSEAS

WE’VE PROVIDED MORE THAN $44.1M WORTH OF DONATED LAB EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES

WE’VE EQUIPPED SCIENTISTS AT 98 UNIVERSITIES & INSTITUTIONS AROUND THE WORLD
Our Impact

Global Outreach
- Virtual Rutgers-Nigeria Microbiology Symposium
- Invited instrumental access awardees

Community Outreach
- STEM community outreach symposium (STEMcos)
- Blood drives

Fundraising
- Partnerships with local business
- Volleyball tournaments
- Happy hour/karaoke
- Co-sponsored events
Contact Us

https://seedinglabs.org
ruseedinglabs@gmail.com
@RUSeedingLabs

the caring scientist:
mission sustainable
The GSA is the official graduate student governing body of the Rutgers New Brunswick/Piscataway campus. The mission of the GSA is to further graduate student interests, graduate student-University relations, and the social, cultural, and academic enrichment of graduate students at Rutgers.

Support
• 55+ Graduate organizations
• Grad-university relations

Advocacy
• Public service
• Mental/physical wellness
• Grad life

Community
• Between RU grads
• Intercollegiate
• National orgs

Join the GSA’s mailing list to stay up-to-date with events and other opportunities to get involved!

Sign-up:
gsa.rutgers.edu/contactus/mailing-lists/

About Us

President
Shawn Rumrill
5th yr Chemistry
President@gsa.Rutgers.edu

Executive Vice President
Nusrath Yusuf
3rd yr Neuroscience
evp@gsa.Rutgers.edu

Treasurer
Mary Pat Reiter
5th yr Biomed Eng	
treasurer@gsa.Rutgers.edu

Secretary
Dheeraj Goli
2nd yr Comp Sci
secretary@gsa.Rutgers.edu

Website: gsa.rutgers.edu

@rutgersgsa
bit.ly/rutgersgsa_fb
Graduate Student Association and Student Affairs Present…

Graduate Resource Fair!

Come hang out with us!

**Network** with new and seasoned grads, enjoy free food, and a DJ!

**Connect** with grad support offices, grad student orgs, and more!

**Reception:**
September 9, 2022, 3-6 PM
President’s Tent – College Ave Campus
(across from Hurtado Health Center)

- Food
- Live DJ
- Grad support offices
- Graduate Organizations